MY Butterfly Journal
September 23, 2015

Day 1

Today our butterfly larvae arrived. One is named Crockie the others name is Sweet pea. There about a cm long. They are small and cute. They are black with a little black fuzz. Sweet pea is smaller than Crockie. I thought they were bigger!
September 24, 2015  Day 2

Today I learned how many days it takes for the egg to hatch. It takes 3 days. Also about how many weeks it takes for the chrysalis to hatch.

Marley
September 25, 2015  DAY 3
Today I learned that monarchs fly to the country Mexico. They fly south to get to their winter homes.
September 29, 2015  Day 7
Today our larvae are supper BIG! Also supper black they are growing a lot, They are making there pupa. They are working hard.
October 1, 2015  DAY 9
Today my lara are making there (J's). Coochie is supper long, but sweet pea is short still. They are growing a lot. Mrs. Wachtel taught us that they make a J then they make a pupa.
October 2, 2015  DAY 10

Today they are in a J, but they are not in there pupa.
On Monday I hope there in there pupa. I think the color of the pupa's are going to be turquoise. They are going to be beautiful! They are not that big right now.
October 5, 2015 Day 13
Today Cookie is in its chrysalis!
But sweatpea is not. Sweatpea is close. The chrysalis is light gray.
October 13, 2015  Day 21

Today our butterflies are amazing! They are orange, black, white and gray. They are super cool! One of them hatched in the bucket and one of them died. And they have pretty wings.
October 16, 2015

Yesterday, we let our butterfly go away, they floated in the wind. Today, we only have two; one just hatched, the other is hurt.